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The Flaw in All Magic
"One of my favourite books this year." - The Review Curmudgeon"An absolute gem
of a read!" - Bear Mountain BooksBook 2, The Emperor's Mask, is available now!In a
city that runs on magic, it takes a man with none to solve an impossible murder.In a
world of elves and dwarves and sprites and mages, Tane Carver is a human with no
gift but his wits. Which, to be fair, did get him into the world's most prestigious
university of magical technology.For a while.Until his lack of magic was discovered.
And then it all came crashing down.But when a student is murdered on campus
behind unbreakable wards, Tane gets a second chance. Solving an impossible crime
should be easy for the man who fooled the university's best mages for years. Except
he's not counting on the head constable being an old ﬂame who isn't so fond of him
anymore. Or on Kadka, the half-crazy half-orc who insists she's his partner--whether
he likes it or not.Not to mention the masked mage who keeps trying to kill him.Now,
Tane's survival depends on the one truth that has never failed him. The ﬂaw in all
magic that those who have it prefer to ignore: the mage.Outsmart the mage, and
you outsmart the spell.And outsmarting mages is what Tane does best.

View from Above
An Astronaut Photographs the
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World
National Geographic Books This majestic National Geographic photography book
oﬀers a spectacular view of Earth from outer space, featuring aerial imagery taken
from the International Space Station by NASA astronaut Terry Virts. Few people get
the experience of seeing the world from outer space-and no one has taken as many
pictures of Earth from above as Terry Virts. Celebrated NASA astronaut, pilot of the
space shuttle, crew member on Soyuz, and commander of the International Space
Station, Virts has spent more than 200 days in space-and very few of those days
went by without his reaching for his camera. Now as never before, Virts shares the
astronaut's view of the world, oﬀering astounding aerial views of our planet and the
vastness that surrounds it. The colors, shapes, details-and the stories they tell-are
endlessly fascinating. Virts's book marries his stunning photographs with glimpses of
everyday life in orbit. And amid this amazing show of Earth spectacles, he reﬂects on
how the astronaut's point of view has shaped his life and spirit. Filled with
magniﬁcent photographs that will astonish and inspire, this book-and its intrepid
author-becomes our guide to a new way of looking at the world.

The Emperor's Mask
A killer walks among the rich and powerful. Who can the Magebreakers trust?
Someone is killing the non-magical members of Senate houses-those who might one
day be named Protector of the Realm. And that same someone is leaving behind
messages for the Magebreakers beside symbols of the shadowy organization known
as the Knights of the Emperor. Under suspicion from the constabulary, Tane and
Kadka are drawn into the investigation to prove their innocence. What they ﬁnd is
that Audish politics are as dangerous as any Porthaven back-alley. Suddenly, they're
surrounded by the most powerful ﬁgures in the realm, every one with a diﬀerent
agenda. Telling allies from enemies has never been harder, but Tane and Kadka will
have to ﬁnd someone to trust if they're going to bring the killer to justice. Their livesand the future of the Protectorate-depend on it.

Protectors of Penwick
Rise of the Thrall Lord Book Two
F. P. Spirit A horde of demons from the Abyss. A dread master of the undead. A
choice between saving a single city versus the entire world. The tower in the mists
has been wrested from the Empress of the Damned and her undead army. Yet
demons still hold the tower in the mountains and are using it to summon more of
their kind. The problem is demons are not your normal monsters. Weapons of great
power are needed to defeat them, demon slaying weapons like those of legend. At
the same time, Penwick has come under attack from the inside. Creatures of the
night have inﬁltrated the city and people are disappearing at an alarming rate. Even
more terrifying, these vampires might be heralds of the dread Undead Thrall Master.
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With all Arinthar at stake, can the companions protect Penwick and still ﬁnd the
magic they so sorely need before demons overrun their entire world?

In Plain Sight
Arcane Casebook When a magical plague is released in a Depression-era New York
soup kitchen, private detective Alex Lockerby ﬁnds himself in a desperate hunt to
catch a madman before he can strike again.His investigations lead Alex to a famous
thief, a daring heist, and the search for a mythic book of ancient magic, but none of
that brings him any closer to ﬁnding the man responsible for the massacre. With the
police and New York's Council of Sorcerers desperate to ﬁnd the culprit, Alex
becomes a suspect himself, thanks to his ties to the priest who ran the soup
kitchen.Now Alex has his book of spells, a pack of matches and four days to ﬁnd out
where the plague came from, or that authorities will hang the crime squarely on
him.Get your copy of In Plain Sight today.--"Dan Willis is an awesome writer and you
should buy this book." - NYT bestselling author Larry Correia.

The Spirit Siphon
An airship crash in an unfamiliar land brings the Magebreakers to foreign
shores.When an airship crashes under mysterious circumstances, the Magebreakers
ﬁnd themselves embroiled in an investigation that takes them across the Audish
Channel to foreign shores. In Belgrier, many blame Audish sabotage for the accident,
and for the death of the inﬂuential nobleman on board-a dear friend of the Belgrian
Kaiser. And if Tane and Kadka can't prove otherwise, it could become a diplomatic
catastrophe.But the suspicion of a government that views all Audlanders as
dangerous pro-magical radicals isn't the Magebreakers' greatest concern. Nor is the
constant obstruction of the Belgrian Guardswoman assigned to supervise them. It's
the possibility that an outside hand is inﬂuencing events-an enemy they've
encountered before.Endo Stooke.And if the would-be emperor gets his way, it's going
to mean war.

The Mage War
The world is on the verge of war, and only the Magebreakers can stop it. The exciting
conclusion to the Magebreakers saga! The nations of the Continent are on the verge
of declaring war with Audland over the actions of the man who would be the next
Mage Emperor, and only Tane, Kadka, Indree, and Tinga know the truth about Endo
Stooke's plot. The problem is, they're on the run, blamed for the attempted
assassination of the Belgrian Kaiser. And the non-magical forces gathering oﬀ
Audland's coast are the perfect target for the terrible spell Endo has created-a spell
that saps the life out of anyone without magic. A spell that won't be sated by foreign
armies alone, if it reaches Audish shores. With few friends to count on, fewer
resources, and time quickly running out, the Magebreakers have no choice but to
sneak back into their homeland as fugitives in the hopes of stopping Endo before he
plunges the world into the next Mage War.
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The Dragon Machine
Magebreakers A missing girl leads the Magebreakers into a deadly race, with her
life as the prize.Thaless is still reeling from the actions of the assassin known as the
Emperor

Scriber
CreateSpace Disgraced scholar Dennon Lark only wants to be left alone in his selfimposed exile-an exile that ends when a rebel army wielding impossible powers
launches a series of brutal attacks on villages across the Kingsland. Forced from his
home, Dennon is drawn back into a world he wants nothing to do with. His research
into the kingdom's lost past-the very research that sent him into hiding-may hold the
answers to a great many questions about the rebels. Questions about their shadowy
motives; about their mysterious abilities; and about their ever-increasing numbers,
constantly bolstered by those thought killed in their attacks. And only the King's
infamous warrior niece Bryndine Errynson and her company of female soldiers trust
him enough to help him ﬁnd the truth before the rebels burn the Kingsland to the
ground. Following a trail of historical clues across the kingdom and pursued by forces
they don't fully understand, Dennon and Bryndine may be the realm's only hope. But
in order to preserve the Kingsland's future, they must ﬁrst uncover its past.

Grimoires and Where to Find Them
Independently Published How do you catch an elusive thief?There is nothing more
delightful than a bookfaire with his lady love. At least, until Henri learns that a
grimoire belonging to the dangerous Reaper's Set has been stolen without its
protective box. When Henri and Jamie go looking for answers, they are horriﬁed to
discover more than one volume has been stolen without its protective box.Jamie has
never seen Henri so livid or frightened. The spells in the grimoires, unchecked, are
powerful enough to make a building melt. Literally. Melt. They need to ﬁnd them
quickly, for the war-era grimoires could tear the city apart--and have already gotten
a head start. With the thief nowhere to be found and still stealing grimoires, Jamie,
Henri, and Seaton are more than ready to catch him. Please. And thank you.

He Who Fights with Monsters
Book 2: A LitRPG Adventure
Independently Published The path from retail middle management to
interdimensional wizard adventurer wasn't easy, but Jason Asano is settling into his
new life. Now, a contest draws young elites to the city of Greenstone, competing for
a grand prize. Jason must gather a band of companions if he is to stand a chance
against the best the world has to oﬀer.While the young adventurers are caught up in
competition, the city leaders deal with revelations of betrayal as a vast and terrible
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enemy is revealed. Although Jason seems uninvolved, he has unknowingly crossed
the enemy's path before. Friends and foes made along the way will lead him to cross
it again as inevitable conﬂict looms.After cementing itself as one of the best-rated
serial novels on Royal Road with an astonishing 13 million views, the He Who Fights
with Monsters Series is now available on Kindle. It's perfect for fans of Pirate Aba,
Dakota Krout, and Luke Chmilenko.

The Swampling King
Five hundred years ago, the eagle-eyed sorcerer-prophets of the Sky God called
Windwalkers fought a great war against the monstrous Deeplings-patchwork horrors
made of all the things that crawl and rot under the earth. The Windwalkers lost. A
dark mist swallowed the world, and the Swamp was born, vast and sunless and full of
monsters. The Windwalkers used the last of their power to raise nine cities above the
mist on nine mountains, abandoning those who had betrayed them to the Deeplings.
Ever since, the Storm Knights of the Nine Peaks have hunted the people of the
Swamp, stamping out the cursed blood magic born of their treachery. Now,
something stirs once more in the dark, and change is coming. Weary of monsters
and blood magic, a swampling woman seeks to lead her people into the light. A
prince of the Nine Peaks begins to doubt the righteousness of an age-old crusade. An
ambitious duke sees a chance to seize the power he has long coveted. Deeplings
creep above the mist at night, attacking in numbers unseen for centuries. And from
the far reaches of the Swamp comes a boy with the eyes of an eagle, who may bring
salvation-or doom. The Swampling King is book one of The Windwalker Legacy, an
epic fantasy of desperate times, dark magic, and terrifying monsters.

Caspian's Fortune
Independently Published He needs a payday. He'll settle for payback. Betrayed
and left to rot on the edges of the galaxy, Caspian Robeaux is deep in debt and stuck
ﬂying courier missions in an old rustbucket he can barely keep aﬂoat. His only
friends are an annoying robot named Box and a bottle of booze. It's a far cry from his
once-promising military career, but Cas stopped caring a long time ago. Things start
to look up, though, when a stranger arrives and oﬀers a lucrative job that Cas can't
refuse, with a payday big enough to change his fortunes permanently. His luck gets
even better when Cas learns that the job might oﬀer him the one thing he wants
more than his next drink: A chance to clear his name. But nothing in his life is ever
that simple, and for a man trying to buy his way out of debt, the price of redemption
might be too steep. From bestselling author Eric Warren, Caspian's Fortune is the
ﬁrst book in the Inﬁnity's End series. With a rich universe full of quirky characters
and breathtaking adventure, it's perfect for fans of JN Chaney and Michael Anderle.
Scroll up and get your copy today!
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Mage-Commander
Some soldiers are the shields of innocent souls Others are the fanatics of their cause
And for them...no war is ever truly over! Tempered on the anvil of the war against
the secessionist UnArcana Worlds and tested against the evil of Project Orpheus,
Mage-Commander Roslyn Chambers has risen through the ranks of the Royal Martian
Navy to serve as second-in-command of one of their most prestigious battlecruisers,
Duke of Magniﬁcence. A desperate call for help sends Roslyn and her new ship deep
into the frontiers of Protectorate space, where they discover that hold-outs of the
UnArcana Worlds' ﬂeets have returned to plunder innocent ships across the Fringe.
To protect the innocent and serve her Queen, Roslyn Chambers must rise to the task
before her. She must learn to command-both herself and a warship of the MageQueen of Mars!

The Palace Job
47North “If Donald Westlake had given Dortmunder a sword, if Douglas Adams had
hitchhiked with a unicorn, Weekes has crafted that rare fantasy novel that both
embraces and challenges the genre . . . this is, simply, a terriﬁc damn novel.” - Greg
Rucka, New York Times bestselling author of Alpha, The Punisher, and BatmanLoch is
seeking revenge. It would help if she wasn't in jail.The plan: to steal a priceless elven
manuscript that once belonged to her family, but now is in the hands of the most
powerful man in the Republic. To do so Loch — former soldier, former prisoner,
current fugitive — must assemble a crack team of magical misﬁts that includes a
cynical illusionist, a shapeshifting unicorn, a repentant death priestess, a talking
magical warhammer, and a lad with seemingly no skills to help her break into the
ﬂoating fortress of Heaven's Spire and the vault that holds her family's treasure — all
while eluding the unrelenting pursuit of Justicar Pyvic, whose only mission is to see
the law upheld.What could possibly go wrong?

Zodiac Academy
Fated Throne
Fate has torn us apart and sometimes I believe the stars have given up on us
altogether.Without my sister, the world seems darker than ever before and the
shadows loom thicker, rising up to answer the call of the Shadow Princess and
changing the face of Solaria for good.Now Lionel Acrux has the strength to make a
move for the throne, I'm not sure how much time we have left to stop him.Our only
hope is to ﬁnd the Imperial Star before he does. We made the sacriﬁce the stars
called for and we're paying the price for that decision so it can't be for nothing.But
with the stars turning against us at every move, and the last light in the world
seeming to fade, I'm afraid we're almost out of time.Hope is a dangerous thing. It's
the key to us ﬁghting on. But it could be what destroys us in the end.One thing is for
certain, I won't stop until I have been reunited with my other half and together we
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will ﬁght to take our crowns.A war is coming.The throne is calling for a new
monarch.And someone must answer its call.

The Dresden Files Collection 1-6
Penguin The ﬁrst six novels featuring Harry Dresden—Chicago’s only professional
wizard—are a perfect introduction to the # 1 New York Times bestselling series that
Entertainment Weekly describes as “Buﬀy the Vampire Slayer starring Philip
Marlowe.” STORM FRONT FOOL MOON GRAVE PERIL SUMMER KNIGHT DEATH MASKS
BLOOD RITES

Hired Luck
New city, new job, new threat?With my best friend going to college to learn how to
use her magic, I'm job hunting in Atlanta. We're sharing an apartment and I've never
been happier. The last thing I needed was to be involved in a murder investigation.
Now the police are sure I had something to do with it. News alert: I don't. I've got a
job, Jo's going school. I ﬁnally am on the track to have my own life.Working as a EMT
is great, but something weird happened at work. Something I can't explain. What if
I'm wrong and I am a mage? The last thing I want is to be a mage, it would mean I'd
lose everything I've been working for. Even if I am a mage, I'd be a low ranking one,
a hedgemage, something that means I can keep my current life.But I can't get the
dead girl out of my mind. Who was she and why did she die? What good are my skills
if all I do is keep ﬁnding dead people? With a serial killer out there, the police and FBI
stepping in, I might lose more than the life I had planned. I might lose my life. Once
again my luck holds true and I'm in the middle of something I don't know how to deal
with.

Dick & Demon
Don't ask questions if you don't want the answers. All the answers. Private detective
James Keeley never knew where his magic gun came from. His mentor gave it to
him. Something unpredictable happens every time he pulls the trigger. But he's
never seen anything similar, until someone attacks him with another weapon just
like it. Now he's on a magic road trip to unravel the gun's origins, a journey into his
own past and even stranger places, to solve a mystery that was supposed to be dead
and buried a long time ago. Urban fantasy meets (semi) hard-boiled private
detectives with fast-paced, wisecracking action! If you like Harry Dresden and Felix
Castor, one-click and give James Keeley a try!

Ruins on Stone Hill
Mix magic and mystery with four novice heroes and trouble is sure to follow. A dark
malevolence threatens Ravenford--the town under siege by forces unknown. Their
only hope may lie in four newcomers: Lloyd, a young warrior with blades of ﬁre,
Glolindir, an elven wizard as deadly to his friends as his enemies, Seth, a cynical
halﬂing who may be an assassin, and Aksel, a quiet gnome whose very touch can
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heal. From eerie woods to haunted ruins, secret passages to hidden rooms, they
must unearth the root of the darkness that has Ravenford at its mercy. With death
breathing down their necks, will they rise to the challenge and become the heroes
that Ravenford so sorely needs?

The Faerie Race
The Complete Fae Adventure Series
Live Edge Publishing Welcome to The Faerie Race—an epic adventure through a
realm as compelling as it is deadly... Don't miss the series readers are calling: -A
thrilling and fast paced story to the end... -ONE KICK-ASS ADVENTURE!!! -There
simply aren't words to describe the story high I experienced... -Highway to hell!
Perilous drama, chilling danger, electrifying suspense... -Filled with intrigue,
suspense, sadness, chuckles, gasps, hot guys, faes... -Highly recommended for
Urban Fantasy fans into danger, romance and a look at deadly reality TV This boxed
set contains the complete Faerie Race trilogy together with a BONUS never before
seen prequel, not available anywhere else! The Sorcery Trial Fame. Fortune. Your
most extravagant wish granted. These are the prizes promised to the team that wins
The Faerie Race, the ﬁrst and only reality television show to venture into the
dangerous realm of the fae. But that’s not why Jacqueline Cunningham wants in.
She’s after any sign of her sister—who vanished without a trace into the faerie world
two years ago. Jacq thought getting into the race would be the hard part. But she
didn’t count on the other competitors—who will stop at nothing to ﬁnish ﬁrst. Or her
distractingly-handsome jerk of a partner, who seems to be hiding secrets of his own.
Plunged into a world where everything wants to kill her, what starts as a hunt for the
truth turns into a desperate contest for survival. Now that Jacq’s in the race, it will
take all her wits to make it to the ﬁnish line alive. The Elemental Trial The Faerie
Race has proven more grueling and deadly than Jacqueline thought possible. With
one trial down and two to go, it seems the reality show’s producers will stop at
nothing to get their ratings—even murder. It will take all of Jacq’s cunning to get
through the next trial unscathed, but all she can think about is her discovery that her
sister is alive. Too bad her search for answers has only left her with more questions.
Forced to work side-by-side with their beautiful and duplicitous competition, Orin and
Jacq are plunged back into a magical world ﬁlled with bizarre creatures, far-reaching
conspiracies, and not nearly enough to eat. Each challenge brings the two of them
closer—but that just means they have more to lose. Will Jacq be able to reach the
ﬁnal checkpoint with her heart and her life intact, or will The Elemental Trial prove
too daunting? The Doomsday Trial The ﬁnal trial of the Faerie Race has arrived: a
head-to-head battle through the streets of Elfame city. Only the unexpected
reappearance of her long-lost sister keeps Jacq in the game, but Cass’s presence
comes with troubles of its own. The ancient Brotherhood is closer than ever to
carrying out a twisted plot that would mean an end to modern human civilization.
There’s one slim chance to foil the Brotherhood’s plans, and only Jacq and Orin have
the means to do it. Thrust into a lethal ﬁnal showdown that’s more game than race,
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Jacq and Orin quickly realize that the odds are once again rigged against them. And
worse, their enemies have thrust those they love into the cross-hairs. The clock is
ticking. Jacq and Orin have one slim chance to foil the Brotherhood’s plans and win
the race, or they’ll lose more than just the competition. They’ll lose everything and
everyone they hold dear. The Fae Chase - Exclusive to the Boxed Set! Auberon's
escape into the human world was never going to be easy, but running into Cass, a
farm girl from Montana was never part of his plans. Not that being chased through
strange and new countryside by a group of killer faeries was something he set out to
do either. With the faerie King's henchmen hot on their trail, Auberon and Cass have
to get to freedom, even if it means heading back into the fae realm to do it. Scroll up
and one click now!

The Legend of Randidly
Ghosthound
A LitRPG Adventure
Independently Published Randidly Ghosthound felt lost and alone even before the
System transformed the Earth. Before every person had to deal with the sudden
presence of Levels, Skills, monsters, and the very real possibility of death... Due to
unusual circumstances, Randidly starts in an isolated Dungeon far beyond his Level,
forced to rely on the mysterious Traveler Shal in order to learn and survive with the
dangerous new status quo for his world. But survive he does, only to leave the
Dungeon and discover that while he experienced several hellish months in the
Dungeon, only half a day passed on Earth. Randidly's capabilities are now more than
enough to help build a small enclave of survivors, but that doesn't mean balancing
his sense of responsibility against the plots of an unfriendly town will be easy. And
although he doesn't know it, he needs to prepare. Because the System has sent
down a Tribulation, which waits in the shadows and monitors his every move... Don't
miss the start of this hit LitRPG Fantasy series with over 50 Million views on Royal
Road. For the ﬁrst time, The Legend of Randidly Ghosthound is now available with
loads of new content on Kindle, Kindle Unlimited, and Audible narrated by Macleod
Andrews. About the Series: Experience a particular ﬂavor of the System Apocalypse
genre of LitRPG/GameLit, where Skill growth and the Path System allow individuals to
tailor their growth toward inﬁnite possibilities. There are Classes, Skills, Levels, and
Rarities that will feel familiar to any connoisseur of role-playing games. Follow
Randidly as he balances his growing power with the worrisome ripples of his
existence. The System doesn't discriminate; when he is ready for more dangerous
threats, the rest of humanity better be ready, too. Those who have read the webnovel when it was available online can experience the saga the way it was always
meant to be told, fully revised and re-edited, and with tons of new material!
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The Sorcery Trial
A Fae Adventure Romance
Live Edge Publishing Welcome to The Faerie Race—an epic adventure through a
realm as compelling as it is deadly… Fame. Fortune. Your most extravagant wish
granted. These are the prizes promised to the team that wins The Faerie Race, the
ﬁrst and only reality television show to venture into the dangerous realm of the fae.
But that’s not why Jacqueline Cunningham wants in. She’s after any sign of her
sister—who vanished without a trace into the faerie world two years ago. Jacq
thought getting into the race would be the hard part. But she didn’t count on the
other competitors—who will stop at nothing to ﬁnish ﬁrst. Or her distractinglyhandsome jerk of a partner, who seems to be hiding secrets of his own. Plunged into
a world where everything wants to kill her, what starts as a hunt for the truth turns
into a desperate contest for survival. Now that Jacq’s in the race, it will take all her
wits to make it to the ﬁnish line alive. The Sorcery Trial is Book One in The Faerie
Race, a nail-biting, edge-of-your-seat thrill ride through a realm unlike you’ve ever
seen. Scroll up and one-click to start the adventure! Read the Complete Series: The
Sorcery Trial (Book One) The Elemental Trial (Book Two) The Doomsday Trial (Book
Three) Or read the whole series for one low price, plus a bonus novella: The Faerie
Race Box Set

A Quiet Strength (Prairie Legacy
Book #3)
Bethany House Virginia must learn the heavenly source of strength through trials
in this best-selling novel.

Catch of the Day
HQN Books A lovelorn diner owner, with the help of nosy gossips and some divine
intervention, meets her match in a strong but silent lobsterman who sweeps her oﬀ
her feet. Reissue. 133,000 ﬁrst printing.

The Wrath of the Just
Amazoncrossing A group of survivors ﬁnd sanctuary from the zombie plague in
Gulfport, Mississippi, but the price of safety is subservience to a fascist dictator and
his brutal enforcers.
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A School of Daughters
Red Lace Books After 22 years of marriage, Kate Willoughby loves her husband,
Brian, with an even greater passion than when she spoke her vows. "My world spins
on his axis," she admits. But when Kate ﬁnds a love letter to Brian from "Micky,"
she's torn between proving Brian's innocence and nailing him to the wall with his
guilt. Seeking comfort and guidance, Kate turns to the one constant in her life: her
animals. No surprise since Kate's a champion for throwaways-discarded dogs and
cats, abandoned horses bound for slaughter, and all creatures great and small. But
she never imagined she would become a throwaway herself. Yet few things are as
they seem. Finding evidence that Brian still loves her, Kate is at a fork. Will she
follow her human heart...or animal instincts?

Fatal Pose
MUSCLES, MAYHEM, MURDER Venice, California: Where you'll ﬁnd the hottest
beaches, hottest gyms, and hottest bodies. This is where ex-bodybuilder turned
private investigator, Gunnar Marino, runs his business. The World BodyBuilding
Federation: The most successful health and ﬁtness empire in the world. But WBBF
President of Operations, Laura Preston, suddenly ﬁnds herself in the middle of a
blackmail scheme, with bodybuilder Brad Holt threatening to expose a shattering
secret from her past. Where two adversaries meet: After Holt dies at a contest from
what appears to be a dangerously unhealthy dieting regime, Marino is hired to look
into whether or not his demise might have been the perfect act of murder. But the
deeper Marino digs into the case-pressed by a personal obligation to Holt's sister-the
more unsettled he is by Holt's background, questioning the morality of seeking
justice for a corrupt murder victim and pursuing a prime suspect who might have
been a victim herself. A showdown no one might walk away from: Finding himself in
an escalating battle of wills and wits with Laura Preston, Marino is aided by a group
of athletes he employs as an investigative staﬀ, and Dr. Erika Lindstad, his former
lover and ex-bodybuilder in her own right. But the more troubled Marino gets by the
case, he realizes that he has no choice but to see the investigation to its
conclusion...because suddenly he and everyone he cares for are targeted for death.

He Who Fights with Monsters 3
A LitRPG Adventure
Independently Published For all that Jason's new life is amazing, he is about to
learn that his new power, wealth, and inﬂuence comes at a price... Riding high on
success, he and his team are looking to the future, preparing themselves for the
challenges to come. Nothing, however, could prepare him for the lessons his
enemies have to teach. When magic is involved, the stakes can be even greater than
life and death. While Jason's personal enemies make plans, the greater foes plaguing
his new home have been pushed to the brink. With one powerful card left to play,
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they are on a collision course with Jason and his team. With no one to help and more
than their lives on the line, Jason and his companions must ﬁght with more monsters
than ever in the race to grow stronger. With an invincible enemy already anticipating
them, they will learn that sometimes winning the battle is more important than
surviving it. Book 3 in the bestselling He Who Fights With Monsters Series, coming
Fall 2021!

Crusader One
Thomas & Mercer Nothing stops former Navy SEAL and Tier One operator John
Dempsey from answering the call of duty--including a mission with the highest
stakes he's ever faced. When one of the most brazen and lethal acts of terrorism
rocks American and Israeli intelligence forces at the highest levels, Dempsey's
ultracovert antiterror unit, Ember, mobilizes. But this operation isn't just a retaliatory
strike by Ember; it's a mission of vengeance for Dempsey--against the Iranian
terrorist mastermind who slaughtered Dempsey's Tier One comrades. Racing from
Tel Aviv to Tehran, the elite American warrior and his formidable Israeli counterpart
must forsake their backup in a capture-or-kill gambit that could turn into a suicide
run. But with missiles ﬂying across the Middle East, Dempsey's do-or-die quest must
succeed. If it doesn't, it's a short countdown to World War III.

The Brazen Bluestocking
Wolf Publishing In this Regency romance by award-winning author Tracy Sumner,
a willful bluestocking matches wits with a devilish scoundrel she never expected to
desire with every beat of her heart. A deﬁant society outcast. A forbidding rogue who
doesn't believe in love. And a passionate wager. Daughter of an earl, Lady Hildegard
Templeton hasn't conformed to what society expects from a woman of her station.
Industrious and unique, she's created an emboldened organization for women on the
cusp of marriage, The Duchess Society. Called a bluestocking to her face and worse
behind closed salon doors, she vows to marry for love. And nothing but. Although the
emotion has never shown itself to her. Until she meets him. Bastard son of a
viscount and king of London's sordid streets, Tobias Streeter has spent a lifetime
building his empire, and he needs the Duchess Society to ﬁnd a suitable wife. An
asset to expand his worth in society's eyes. But he vows his search will have nothing
to do with love and everything to do with vengeance. Until he meets her. Soon,
Tobias and Hildy's plans are in turmoil as they choose between expectation, passion,
and love. The Duchess Society Series #1 The Brazen Bluestocking #2 The
Scandalous Vixen #3 The Wicked Wallﬂower Prequel: The Ice Duchess

Dark Fae
What do a heartless Dragon Shifter, a cold-blooded Basilisk, an arrogant Lion Shifter
and a brooding, tattooed Harpy have in common...? Me. Elise Callisto. Vampire.
Angel of vengeance. And a girl on a mission to destroy one of them for murdering my
brother. I just don't know which one did it yet. When I kicked the ass of a Werewolf
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who was high on a new and dangerous drug called Killblaze, his ﬁnal words painted a
dark reality for me. The King of Aurora Academy killed my brother. The trouble is,
there's four kings at that school and each of them have motive and cutthroat
natures. Aurora Academy isn't a place for the faint of heart. To put it lightly, my town
is the asshole of Solaria where the dodgiest Fae in the kingdom reside. The school
itself is divided by the two gangs who run this town. The Lunar Brotherhood and the
Oscura Clan. And guess what? Two of the kings run the gangs at the school, their
hatred for each other so ﬁerce I hear a day doesn't go by without blood being spilled
in the halls. I might be a petite, lilac-haired girl who looks like a fragile doll, but they
haven't been introduced to my fangs yet. And they don't know why I'm really here.
Or that I'll do whatever it takes to bring down the Fae who took my ﬂesh and blood
from me. I don't believe in fate, but I do know this... the King who killed my brother is
a dead man walking. And I'm prepared to sacriﬁce my heart, body and soul to ensure
I get my revenge. This is a reverse harem series set in the world of Zodiac Academy
four years before the Vega Twins were Awakened. Expect some character crossover, dark and hot romance, and a twisted murder mystery which will leave your
head spinning.

A Veil of Spears
Hachette UK The Night of Endless Swords nearly saw the destruction of Sharakhai,
and since then the Kings have come down hard on the rebelloious Moonless Host.
Hundreds have been murdered or given to the Confessor King for questioning.
Hundreds more have ﬂed. Including Çeda, who has discovered that Onur, the King of
Sloth, has returned to the desert to raise an army and challenge the remaining kings.
The Moonless Host - who have taken to calling themselves the Thirteen Tribe - will be
trapped between Onur's growing inﬂuence and the considerable might of the kings
who, with Sharakhai ﬁrmly back under their rule, are turning their attention to the
desert once more. Çeda knows that the asirim are the key. If she can lift their curse
and free them from their bondage, then they can save Thirteenth Tribe from the the
squabbling kings . . . and perhaps the kings themselves are no longer as uniﬁed as
they once were. As they vie against each other for control of the city, could Çeda
make an ally of one of them? And which one, when any of them could betray her as
easily as they would their fellow kings. Whatever the solution, the end is coming: as
Çeda focuses on freeing the asirim and weaken the kings' hold on Sharakhai, the
kings' forces, the scheming queen of Qaimir, Hamzakiir the ruthless blood mage, and
the thirteenth tribe all prepare for a grand clash that may decide the fate of all who
sail the desert.

Why Do You Cry, Sad Ghost?
A Halloween picture book for art lovers. In clever rhyme, Sad Ghost visits the rooms
of his home, always with a tear in his eye. Hauntingly drawn, Why Do You Cry, Sad
Ghost? displays Celia Jones' gift for whimsy and detail. Inspired by the authorillustrator's love for all things Halloween - and by a treasured family Halloween
ﬁgurine - this artfully drawn picture book is full of details to delight children and the
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adults who read with them. With a mouse hiding on every page and visual
references to popular culture, these ﬁnely crafted images and poignant text deliver a
Halloween treat to readers ...Halloween should be a busy night for ghosts, so why is
Sad Ghost grieving? With surprising rhymes and intricate illustrations, we try to
guess the answer, cheering Sad Ghost toward a happy Halloween.

Age of Bronze
Mah Publishings A world gone mad. Creatures of nightmare walk the streets, but
worse are those we once knew... Matt survived the Dungeon's founding, and
managed to gather a small, but dedicated team to him, but when he ﬁnds his is not
the only Dungeon in the area, he has a choice to make. Attempt friendly coexistence, but lose the element of surprise, or attack, and risk it all? Matt has
learned the consequences of being too trusting when the world collapses around
you, but is the path of grim dictator any better? Can he trust those around him?
When those he left behind seem to be abusing his gift?

The Trials of Rumpole
Penguin UK 'I thank heaven for small mercies. The ﬁrst of these is Rumpole' Clive
James Horace Rumpole, the irrepressible barrister fuelled by cigars, Tennyson, steakand-kidney pud and the cooking claret from Pommeroy's wine bar, is back for further
misadventures. Amid an unfortunate and temporary downturn in London crime, the
Old Bailey Hack sits in Chambers (he never writes at home for fear of She Who Must
Be Obeyed) and picks up his pen to recount six classic tales of his recent trials. Here
he deals with, among others, a clergyman on a shoplifting rampage, a backstage
theatrical murder, a villain with unfortunate sartorial taste and, worst of all, the
possibility that he may have to hang up his wig and retire. 'Rumpole, like Jeeves and
Sherlock Holmes, is immortal' P. D. James

Glimmer of The Other: An Urban
Fantasy Novel
I'm a PI hunting a missing girl. Instead, I ﬁnd a magical realm where vampires and
werewolves prowl. I need to ﬁnd her before they do.

A Wild Heart
An Epic and Emotional Historical
Novel
Bookouture "Made me laugh, cry and feel all the range of emotions." Goodreads
reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "My favorite book of all time." Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "Lots of
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love, lots of tears." Goodreads reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "I just love it." Goodreads reviewer
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Alexandria Falconer gazes around the honeyed land of Wild Swan, the
extraordinary horse farm she built up from nothing in the border state of Maryland. It
has been Alex's sanctuary through years of turmoil, and she has come of age in this
land of opportunity. But the storm clouds of civil war are gathering, and Alex knows
she has a choice to make to protect her family and maintain the precarious peace at
Wild Swan. When Alex's son dies tragically, she is shattered. It is only through caring
for her adopted daughter, two-year-old Gincie, that Alex starts to overcome her grief
and ﬁnd comfort with her beloved husband Rane once more. But when Rane is called
away to aid the Union war eﬀort, she is left bereft. Alex's heart is with Rane, but at
home she has the sole responsibility of shielding Gincie and the rest of her family
from the danger creeping ever closer to their door. When a charming soldier arrives
at Wild Swan, Alex reluctantly gives him shelter, but the two form a bond and when
news arrives of Gettysburg, she is torn with worry for men on both sides of the
battleﬁeld. With Gincie by her side, she undertakes a dangerous journey to ﬁght for
her family, her principles, and the man who holds her heart... Celeste De Blasis' epic
and heart-wrenching Wild Swan trilogy continues, available in eBook for the ﬁrst
time. Perfect for readers who love Poldark, Outlander and Daphne du Maurier. A Wild
Heart was originally published as Swan's Chance. Readers love the Wild Swan
trilogy: "Read it OVER and OVER. The pages were falling out." Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars

The Secret of the Stones
"A tour thousand year old mystery lurks in the hills of Georgia. While investigating a
strange series of ancient codes, an archaeologist vanishes, and a professor he
entrusted with the secret is murdered. Former government agent, Sean Wyatt,
learns of his friend's disappearance as well as the assassinations and must race
against the clock to unravel the clues to the ancient mystery. But to save him, he will
have to ﬁght oﬀ highly trained mercenaries in hand to hand combat, violent
shootouts, and high speed car chases through the Blue Ridge Mountains. And in the
end, what he learns will change the history books as we know them."--

Fire Heart
A Dragon Fantasy Romance
Independently Published They handed her a sword and bid her to take a
throne...Lorelei is half elf in a kingdom where that bloodline is synonymous with
"slave". The Umbra King holds everyone captive with his pet dragon who knows no
mercy. She hides in the shadows and steals to stay alive, until a rebel group gives
her an oﬀer she can't refuse. The King seeks a bride. If she can get close enough,
she could drive a dagger into that wicked man's heart. But the bridal games are
more diﬃcult than most. Lorelei must prove herself not only beautiful, but talented,
poised, and deadly as the king. However, the closer she gets to saving her kingdom,
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the more she realizes a singular problem stands in her way. The dragon. The King's
bodyguard is more than a slathering beast. He's a man. And the longer she's near
him, the more she realizes that perhaps the king isn't the most dangerous person in
the kingdom. Perhaps she had to guard not only her body, but her heart. For a
dragon mates for life, and they're hard pressed to give up their treasures. This
dragon fantasy romance is perfect for fans of King Arthur, Sarah J Maas, and winged
bad boys. Get ready for this slow burn and one click today!
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